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ETERNAL ECHOES exploring our hunger to belong
It lullabies the reader into its embrace. He rambles at length on a certain idea, then is brief with another. We worry and grow Eternal Echoes:
Exploring Our Hunger to Belong we magnify trivia until they become important enough to control our lives. I can't praise this book enough. Dec
29, Rod Endacott rated it it was amazing. This is a book that can not be rushed through. I believe John held this wisdom from his earliest
experiences of belonging: because he belongs, he feels the truth of a resonant heart ever abiding within and without. An essential read for those
who love flights of freedom in the realm of longing and belonging. Were we nearer to the sun, the earth would be consumed in its fire; it is the
distance that makes the fire kind. A rock may be a part of oneness, even embodying intelligence to the extent a rock can do that, but a rock is a
rock, not a He or a She. My body, part of nature, as your body, is being eaten by nature, now. Post Comment. These cookies do not store any
personal information. It does not give simple answers on what "belonging" is, but gives you enough material to create your own house of
understanding. It is the deepest intimacy which is nevertheless infused with infinite distance. Welcome Eternal Echoes: Exploring Our Hunger to
Belong. He keeps "them" at an arms length -to be pitied, but not included. For all the brilliance of meaning and artful writing of separate sentences
and passages, the whole landscape of the book stayed covered in thick fog for me. Rather, I felt I struggled with "Eternal Echoes," because I do
not quite agree with all of the opinions expressed within it. Original Title. When we belong, we take it for granted. An increasing majority of people
feel isolated and marginalised. Belonging without longing would be empty and dead, a cold frame around emptiness. Which I should do once again,
on a re-read, in hope of connecting the dots and stepping out of the fog onto the green pastures of belonging to Self and the Universe of Spirit.
Your longing desires to take you towards the absolute realization of all the possibilities that sleep in the clay of your heart; it knows your eternal
potential, and it will not rest until it is awakened. John O'Donohue's insights and ability to convey life's experiences is for me a shining sun. Some
books simply find Eternal Echoes: Exploring Our Hunger to Belong. There are things in O'Donohue's fascinating reflections that I don't necessarily
"agree" with. As humans, John goes on to say, we want to experience being connected to all parts of ourselves. Without reverence, there is no
sense of presence or wonder. Belonging suggests warmth, understanding, and embrace. They look at them from a distance and project all their
longings onto them. But it wasn't until I read a quote in the amazing weekly newsletter of curated wisdom, Maria Popova's Brain Pickings you must
subscribe, you simply must that I learned of Eternal Echoes and knew it was the book for me, at this time, in this place. When you befriend this
longing, it will keep you awake and alert to why you are here on earth. Deep, Deep, Deep This book Eternal Echoes: Exploring Our Hunger to
Belong beautifully written. Yet, retro-ing to an earlier relationship Eternal Echoes: Exploring Our Hunger to Belong the natural world is not the
answer, any more than an adult returning to the egoic innocence of the cooing infant kicking its hands and legs in gleeful ignorance. Books by John
O'Donohue. The sense of belonging keeps you in balance amidst the inner and outer immensities. To see what your friends thought of this book,
please sign up. You will be called to risk old views and Eternal Echoes: Exploring Our Hunger to Belong and to step off the circles of routine and
image. Unlike the fashionable graffiti of fast-food psychology, they hold the reverence to which mystery is entitled. He is a great writer and I do like
his philosophical point of view. Reading this and taking it to heart and mind calls me home. It was there, in the wilderness, that I discovered silence.
Refresh and try again. First of all, John says, you have to dream something in order to bring it into form. We feel a biological and neurological need
to belong. Yet the sun and the moon are not on the earth; they bless us with light across the vast distances. It is so sad to think he died so young.
This hunger to belong is the echo and Eternal Echoes: Exploring Our Hunger to Belong of your invisible heritage. Mastering Telehealth. Perhaps
this is why a whole nation can assemble around the images of celebrities. Oct 17, Myat Thura Aung rated it liked it. He warns us that our gifts hold
elements of light and shadow, and we need to be open to what both have to offer us. We have fallen out of rhythm with life. IPNB draws from
attachment theory and research to help us determine whether we had a secure or insecure attachment. View 1 comment. His profound knowledge
and sensitivities in the realm of the human condition are astounding; And the language with which he chooses to impart these insights to the reader,
is equally fantastic. Perhaps O'Donohue just could not quite get out of their grasp, in spite of perceiving their limitations.
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